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Abstract. The regulation of mobility and traffic for the transportation of goods
and themovement of people is one of the key issues local authorities are facedwith,
especially in large urban areas. The aim is to provide efficient mobility services
that allow people the freedom to move within their cities as well as to facilitate the
distribution of goods. However, the provisioning of transportation services should
go in line with other general objectives, like reducing emissions and having more
healthy living environments. In this context, we argue that one way to achieve
objectives is to limit the use of transportation infrastructure elements and to assign
the corresponding resources dynamically and in a prioritised manner to the traffic
activities that have a higher utility from the point of view of the society, that
is, activities that i) produce less pollution and ii) provide more value to society.
Different mechanisms that restrict and control the access to an urban area based
on pollution levels in that area are already in use in cities such as Madrid or
London, but their level of dynamicity and adaptiveness is limited. In this paper we
go beyond these approaches, and propose a prioritised access control approach
that is highly dynamic, specific to individual vehicles, and that considers social
utility or transportation efficiency. We provide a general model for our approach
and instantiate it on a use case for last-mile delivery. We accomplish several
experiments using the SUMO traffic simulation tool, to evaluate our proposal.

Keywords: Traffic management · Last-mile delivery · Prioritized resource
allocation · Agreement technologies

1 Introduction

The organization of urban mobility and transportation is a field that has received tremen-
dous changes, as well as a remarkable interest in the last years. Not only the desire of
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people to move freely within the cities, but also the transformation of customer habits
towards amore andmore online acquisition of goods and the subsequent logistic require-
ments, tend to increase the traffic in big cities. At the same time the consciousness and
sensibility has grown regarding environmental pollution and its effects on public health
and the quality of life of citizens. In this context, authorities of big cities all over the
world are faced with the problem of providing efficient transportation solutions reducing
at the same time traffic-related problems like traffic jams or environmental pollution.
In parallel to this trend, both, research and industry, have proposed and provided new
innovative solutions for more environmental-friendly means of transportations, like new
types of vehicles (e.g., electric cars, scooters, bikes and so on) or new transportation
services that are based on the concept of “collaborative economy” or “collaborative con-
sumption” [1] and aim at a more efficient usage of available resources, e.g., the sharing
of transportation means for several transportation tasks.

We argue that in this new context also the management of the usage of transporta-
tion infrastructures can help to control environmental pollution while facilitating at a
same time the transportation of goods and people in big cities. Here we understand as
infrastructures all those facilitating elements or resources of a transport system that are
used in a shared manner by different users and at different times, such as traffic lights,
roads, tracks and lanes, parking spaces, etc. The availability of such resources is usually
limited, and we believe that new usage schemas should be set up that prioritize vehicles
or transportation services that are more environmental-friendly and have a higher trans-
portation efficiency or are more important from a social point of view. A simple, already
existing example of this idea is the ability of ambulances to cross any crossroad when
they carry patients in life-threatening situations.

In this paper, we present a novel approach towards smart infrastructures that adap-
tively limits the access of vehicles to certain parts of a city based on the measured
pollution. The idea is to specify regulation devices at all entry points of a specific sen-
sible area of a city that tracks the current pollution and dynamically grants or restricts
the access of vehicles based on admissible pollution values. In this process, the devices
prioritize the access of vehicles that have a higher importance from a social point of
view.

Section 2 presents some related work and Sect. 3 gives a general formalisation for
our prioritized access model. In Sect. 4 we instantiate the model with a use case of a
parcel delivery service. Here, the importance of a delivery task is measured in terms of
the number of parcels a vehicle is transporting. We present different experiments using
the traffic simulation tool SUMO [10]. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

A lot ofworks can be found in the Intelligent Transportation Systems literature that aim at
smart solutions to traffic control in big cities. The expansion of smart road infrastructures,
supported by vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, opened
a field for experimenting with a variety of methods and approaches to address different
challenges.

The prioritised use of road traffic infrastructures has been commonly regulated by
means of traffic lights or smart intersections [2].While traffic light actions (phases) make
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no distinction of the vehicles demanding access, intersection management can deal with
individual agents. This is the case of the reservation-based control system proposed by
[3], which allows autonomous vehicles to negotiate with intersection managers time
and space slots to cross the intersection. That system has been extended by different
authors, for example by market-based mechanisms to prioritise the access to networks
of intersections [4].

Traffic control systems are mostly focused on regulating traffic flow to avoid conges-
tion, thus indirectly reducing pollution. Recently, approaches that specifically account
for pollution emissions are gaining interest. [5] analysed two control actions to reduce
air pollution in urban areas caused by traffic, namely reducing speed and environmental
restricted zone. The latter consists in restricting access to the most contaminant vehicles,
which was based on their classification according to the European Emission Standards.
The implementation was static, i.e. vehicles were classified in four categories and the
two less polluting categories were permitted access. [6] evaluated different intersection
control algorithms, showing that platoon-based algorithms obtain less pollutant emis-
sions (higher throughput) but lower fairness than FIFO. [7] studied the effectiveness
of traffic signal control and variable message signs for reducing traffic congestion and
pollutant emissions. [8] proposed a Pareto-optimal Max Flow algorithm, which obtains
multiple distinct possible paths withmaximumflow between a pair of points. Thus, these
solutions can be used to distribute traffic and pollution more evenly through a city. These
works focus on simulating and assessing the performance of specific static actions. A
dynamic traffic light control system based on traffic and air pollution was presented in
[9].

Our objective is proposing a prioritised access control approach that is highly
dynamic, specific to individual vehicles and that considers social utility or transportation
efficiency.

3 Prioritised Access to Transport Infrastructures

In this section we propose a general model for a prioritized allocation of transport
infrastructure resources. As pointed out earlier, we understand by transport infrastructure
all elements that are provided to the general public facilitating mobility. Such elements
may be static, like for instance, streets, lanes of a street, crossroads, parking spaces,
etc. Other elements may be mobile, like vehicles of sharing systems or more classical
public transportation facilities, like buses, trains or subways, and so on. Infrastructure
elementsmay be used by any person, and their usage is usually regulated through specific
norms or conventions. For example, the usage of a lane of a particular street is regulated
through the corresponding traffic norms. Also, many elements may be used without
charge (usually this holds for most static elements) and others may have some cost (e.g.,
public transportation).

Transportation infrastructure elements are intrinsically limited and typical traffic
problems like traffic jams or excessive delays in movements arise when the usage
demand of certain elements exceeds the available resources or capacities. Such mis-
matches between demands and available resources usually arise in big cities where the
population density is very high. In addition, in many big cities, there might also be an
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interest in putting additional limitations on the use of certain infrastructure elements.
For instance, in many European cities, traffic is restricted in some ways in the centre
with the aim of having more human-friendly environments or reducing the pollution.

Typically, the aforementioned situations lead to a problem of assigning limited
resources to an excessive demand and the decision who should be allowed to access
a given resource. In the traffic domain, such decisions are typically not taken in a goal-
directed manner. Rather the rule of “who comes earlier wins” applies. In contrast, we
believe that from the point of view of improving social welfare, limited infrastructure
capacity should be preferably assigned to users or tasks that are more “important” or
less harmful with respect to some global, social parameters. That is, the access to or use
of limited transport infrastructures should be prioritized.

Our model is based on the notion of a trip. A trip refers to a movement activity
carried out by an individual vehicle for accomplishing a certain transportation task (e.g.,
transporting one or more persons, parcels, etc.). Trips are accomplished by vehicles.
Vehicles have different characteristics, like size, type, emissions, etc. During a trip, a
vehicle will use elements of the transport infrastructure.

The accomplishment of a trip has a certain utility for the issuer of the trip (the user)
that refers to the preferences of fulfilling the underlying task in an optimal manner. In
general, the aim of amobility infrastructure is to provide a set of services that contributes
to the welfare of society as a whole. From this perspective, each trip can be conceived
as providing some level of global utility to society.

Given a trip t, we define its utility as a function of two factors i) the global
transportation utility of t (UT (t)), and ii) the cost of the trip C(t):

U (t) = g(C(t),UT (t))

UT(t) can be considered as the importance of the trip (e.g., of transporting the associ-
ated elements to a destination place) from the point of view of the society. For example,
an ambulance movement will be more important than a simple movement of a person
in her private car. Thus, the transportation utility will be higher. Regarding C(t), we
assume that any mobility activity, and the subsequent use of the transportation infras-
tructure, has an associated cost. This cost depends on the vehicle that carries out the trip
and will include direct costs (e.g. due to the usage of infrastructure elements) as well as
externalities as, for instance, the emissions produced. Usually, the global utility of a trip
is correlated with UT (t) and is inversely correlated with C(t).

It should be noted that the global utility may be aligned with the individual utility
of a user, but this must not be the case in all situations. For example, in the case of a
patient who must be transported urgently to a hospital, the global utility will be very
high (as for the patient herself, of course). In contrast, if a person moves in order to go
shopping, the importance for the society will be usually much higher from that person’s
perspective than from the point of view of the society.

A trip requires the use of elements in the transport infrastructure. If such elements
are scarce, e.g., the demand exceeds the available resources, then the use or assignment
of infrastructure elements should be prioritized in order to optimize global utility. This
could be done in the following way. Let I be an infrastructure element with capacity
cap(I) during some time interval �time. Furthermore, let T = {t1, t2, . . . , tm} be the
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trips that claim some of I ’s capacity during�time, where capR(I , ti) denotes the portion
of I that is requested by the trip ti. The resources or capacities of I during the interval
�time should be assigned by some control strategy. Here we define the objective of
the control strategy to assign all available resources of I to the set of trips with highest
utility. That is to a set T ’ ⊆ T , with:

∑

ti∈T ’
capR(I , ti) = cap(I)

∀ti ∈ T ′, tj /∈ T ′ : U (ti) ≥ U
(
tj
)

We implicitly assume that a vehicle requests the use of element I in order to fulfil
the underlying transportation task in the best possible manner. Thus, if the requested
capacity is denied, the vehicle needs to find an alternative solution which may lead to a
worse task completion.

In general, we consider that different elements of the transportation infrastructure
should be regulated with different control strategies. The general objective here is to
increase the global utility of the whole transportation system in a city in terms of the
aggregation of the utilities of all transport trips and this can be obtained by prioritizing
the trips with higher utility. In addition, giving privileges to more efficient trips (trips
with less cost and higher importance) will promote such trips and may encourage users
to invest in vehicles with less social costs or to optimize the loads of their trips.

The different parameters of the general model described in this section may be
difficult to calculate. Usually, parameters like utilities and costs have to be estimated
and will depend on the concrete application case. In the next section, we instantiate the
described model for a use case of last-mile delivery and the regulation of the access to
a certain area in a city in order to limit the pollution in that area.

4 Use Case. Last-Mile Delivery

4.1 Scenario

We consider a Last-Mile Delivery scenario where different vehicles deliver parcels in
a city. In addition, there is an area in the city centre (the control zone) with dynamic
access restrictions in order to keep the environmental pollution in this area below some
threshold. In this context and with respect to the general model described in Sect. 3, the
infrastructure element whose use is regulated through a control strategy is the access
to the control area. Here, the proposed control system does not only have to assign
limited resources to trips (e.g., permitting or denying the access to the control zone).
It also controls dynamically the capacity of the control zone, that is, which vehicles
are allowed to enter the control zone and which vehicles are rejected and need to take
a detour. In particular, our aim is to dynamically increase or decrease the area access
restrictions depending on the pollution in a given moment.

In the sequel we instantiate the model proposed in Sect. 3 to the use case under
consideration. In this article, our aim is to analyse the general validity of our proposal.
In order to keep the clarity of our description we apply a set of simplifying assumptions.
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We assume that each trip includes one or more parcels, and we consider that all
parcels in a vehicle trip have the same origin and destination. With this, we define the
transportation utility of a trip by:

UT (t) = n(t)

d(t) + 1

where n(t) is the number of parcels included in the trip t and d(t) denotes the delay
of the arrival time of the trip if it cannot access the control zone.

With respect to the cost of a trip t, our objective is to reduce the emissions in the
control area and thus, we define:

C(t) = e(t)

where e(t) is a measure representing the average emission the vehicle carrying out the
trip t would emit in the control zone. We consider that vehicles belong to different
emission types, which are known a priori and which are used to estimate e(t).

4.2 Control Strategies

We analyse different control strategies. Each strategy determines the access restrictions
to be applied at each moment and decides which vehicles can enter the control area.

We consider that the system implementing a control strategy works as follows. A
vehicle that wants to enter the restricted area requests access at an entry point, and the
control strategy either grants or denies this access.

The idea of the strategy is to restrict access to the control zone in such a way that the
measured pollution in the area pt is kept below a certain maximum at any time t.

For this we apply the following idea. We calculate an access permission level kt to
the control zone as follows:

kt =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1 if pt ≤ θL (no restrictions)
0 if pt ≥ θH (no vehicles allowed)

(θH−pt)
(θH−θL)

otherwise

where θL and θH are two threshold values. θH represents the maximum allowed
pollution, a value that should not be exceeded. θL is a lower bound on pt that is used as
a control point from which access restrictions are applied.

Given the access level kt , we define the following different control strategies:

Baseline (B).
At each moment t, the value of kt determines the ratio of trips that are allowed to enter
the control zone. This strategy does not prioritize the access for different trips. That
means, implicitly it employs a definition of U (ti)=c, where c is a constant.

The strategy is implemented by randomly granting access with probability k to each
trip that request access to the restricted area. The strategy is used as a baseline and
represents the ad hoc idea of reducing the emissions by a proportional reduction of
vehicles in the control zone.
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Vehicle Emission (VE).
As in the baseline strategy, at each moment t, the value of kt determines the ratio of trips
that are allowed to enter the area. However, this strategy prioritizes trips having lower
emissions. That is, the strategy employs a utility function:

U (ti) = 1

C(ti)
= 1

(1 + e(ti))

That is, access is allowed for the (kt ·100)% of vehicles with lowest emissions.

Vehicle Emission per Package (VEP).
Like the previous two strategies, at each moment t, the value of kt determines the ratio
of trips that are allowed to enter the area. The access is prioritized with respect to the
emissions of a trip and the importance of a trip (number of parcels carried), using the
following definition of global utility:

U (ti) = UT (ti)

C(ti)
= n

(d(ti) + 1) ∗ (1 + e(ti))
= n

(1 + e(ti))

Note that d(ti) = 0, if the trip is granted access to the control zone. The strategy
allows the access for the (kt ·100)% of vehicles with the lowest emissions per package.

Ratio Reduction Emission (RRE).
In this case, the access value kt is not applied to the ratio of cars that can enter the restricted
area. Instead, kt represents the ratio of emissions that are allowed to be generated with
respect to the normally generated emissions in the samemoment or time frame. Given kt ,
we calculate the ratio kt’ of vehicles with lowest emissions (with respect to the normal
demand) that together produce the (kt *100)% of the emissions normally generated in
the same moment or time frame. It holds that kt’ ≥ kt . Afterwards, the strategy applies
the same prioritization schema as VE.

Ratio Reduction Emission per Package (RREP).
As the RRE strategy, here kt is translated to a ratio of vehicles kt’. Then, the same
prioritization schema as in VEP is employed with the new ratio.

In the strategies VE and VEP we use historical data to estimate de threshold value
for emissions (emissions per package) to determine whether a vehicle belongs to the kt
vehicles with lowest emissions and access is granted to all these vehicles. In a similar
way, in the strategies RRE and RREP, we use historical data to estimate the ratio kt’ and
to decide whether or not a vehicle can access the area.

4.3 Experiments

Wecarried out experiments using SUMO [10], a popular open-sourcemicroscopic traffic
simulator. SUMO includes several emission models. We used HBFA3, which is based
on the database HBEFA1 version 3.1. The model simulates several vehicle emission
pollutants, and we chose NOx as the reference in our experiments.

1 http://www.hbefa.net/.

http://www.hbefa.net/
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SUMO implements several vehicle emission classes including heavy duty, passenger
and light delivery emission classes, combinedwith different EU emission standards (lev-
els 0–6). In the experiments,we chose 7different types of vehicleswith different emission
classes: eVehicle (“Zero/default”), gasolineEuroSix (“HBEFA3/LDV_G_EU6”), diese-
lEuroSix (“HBEFA3/LDV_D_EU6”), hovDieselEuroSix (“HBEFA3/PC_D_EU6”),
normalVehicle (“HBEFA3/PC_G_EU4”), highEmissions (“HBEFA3/PC_G_EU3”),
and truck (“HBEFA3/HDV_D_EU4”).

While SUMO is able to provide information about pollutants emitted by vehicles,
it does not include a model of how those pollutants evolve in the air. These values
depend on many different factors, not only different pollutant emission sources but also
on weather conditions (wind, rain, temperature changes, etc.).

Typical access policies to city centres are taken based on pollution data measured by
atmospheric stations, and not on the direct emissions of vehicles. This is the approach
followed by the strategies proposed in Sect. 4.2, which are based on the pollutants in the
air at a certain point in time t (denoted by pt).

In our experiments, we have simulated air quality data through a simple model as
follows. The basic idea is that pollution at time t is the sum of the previous pollution
plus the amount emitted by vehicles during the last time period minus a quantity that is
removed by atmospheric effects: pt= pt-1 + et – λt ·45000, where pt is the pollution in
the air at time t, et is the pollution emitted by vehicles between the time interval from
t-1 to t, λt ∈ [0.8, + 1.2] is a uniformly randomly generated factor that represents a ratio
of pollutants removed from the air in time t (we set the constant 45000 empirically).
While we recognise that this is a simplification of the real world, this measure allows us
to analyse and compare the different control strategies.

For the experiments we designed a virtual city as shown in Fig. 1. It includes a
5 × 5 km square control zone with eight access points. The network is made up of
road segments connected by intersections. All segments are bidirectional. The strategies
control the access to the control zone (marked in red).

There is a set of vehicles carrying packages from an origin to a destination location.
Each vehicle is characterised by origin, destination, number of packages and average
pollutant emissions (mg/s). All trips start and end at one of the external points and, in
principle, would pass through the control zone if access was granted. Upon reaching
the border of the control zone, vehicles ask for permission to enter. If access is granted,
they cross the control zone. If not, they have to find a route that bypasses the city centre,
which will usually take longer.

We are only interested in trips whose planned routes cross the control zone. The
rest does not provide any value for our evaluation. For this reason, trips were generated
randomly connecting North-South and East-West, in both directions.

We run a simulation of 2.5 h. During the first hour, trips are generated at a rate of
about 1000 per hour; during the next 30 min, at a rate of 2000; and during the last hour,
with a rate of 1000. Origin and destination, number of packages (between 1 and 20), and
vehicle type are chosen randomly. All vehicle types have the same probability, except
truck and highEmissions, which have half the rate of the others.
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We carried out simulationswithout control zone restrictions to set some initial param-
eters. Namely we set po= 106, θL = 0.8·106 and θH = 106. The time interval to update
k is set to 60 s.

Fig. 1. Road network used in the experiments. Red lines represent the control zone.

4.4 Results

Table 1 shows a summary of the results of the experiments. For each strategy we present
the number of vehicles (out of a total 3108 vehicles) that did not enter the control zone
due to access limitations, the total amount of NOx (mg) emitted by vehicles in the control
zone, the average transportation time per parcel and the average time per trip. We also
included the results without access limitations.

We confirmed that applying control strategies the amount of pollution emitted by
vehicles in the control zone was reduced about 33%. All strategies obtain similar results
following different approaches as described in Sect. 4.2. This is due to the fact that they
all use the same low and high thresholds (θL, θH ) of allowed pollution. The different

Table 1. Simulation results.

Strategy #vehicles
no access control zone

NOx emitted control zone Time per
parcel (s)

Avg. trip time
(s)

No control 15/0.5% 12439311 1359 1359

Baseline 1077/34.7% 8061291 1501 1501

VE 627/20.2% 8002710 1455 1457

VEP 553/17.8% 7959436 1436 1445

RRE 301/9.7% 8100536 1389 1391

RREP 242/7.8% 8088261 1374 1379
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strategies achieve this goal by limiting access tomore or less vehicles. Besides the access
limitations, vehicles may select to bypass the city because of traffic congestions. This is
the case for example for the 15 cars with the “no control” strategy that did not enter the
control zone.

As expected, the baseline strategy restricts the access to more vehicles than the
others, since it randomly chooses which ones are granted access. VE and VEP, obtain
similar results granting access to much more vehicles than baseline. These strategies’
approach is to reduce the same percentage of vehicles as baseline but they select the less
contaminant vehicles. The effect is that less contaminants are released, thus pollution
is reduced and, consequently, more vehicles are allowed to enter the control zone. RRE
and RREP are the strategies that allow more vehicles to enter the control zone. Their
approach is to allow access to less contaminant vehicles that jointly add up a percentage
of expected emissions. That is, they restrict access to a few but high contaminant vehicles
(e.g. trucks represent 80% of total emissions in our experiments).

Average trip times are in line with the rate of vehicles that could/could not access
the control zone. Strategies that took into account the number of packages benefited
of slightly lower travel times per package as compared to just considering emissions.
However, the differences are rather small.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of NOx pollution (p) in the control zone over time. We
present the results after a “warm up” period of about 1000 s. The curve for the no control
strategy escapes the graph at time 4400 s reaching a maximum value higher than 5·106,
so we opt for not showing that part and keep the other curves visible.

Fig. 2. Evolution of pollution (NOx) in control zone through the simulation time (seconds)

As it is shown in Fig. 2, all control strategies help to limit the level of NOx emissions
and there is no clear difference among the different strategies in that sense. The strategies
start limiting the access when the threshold value of 800.000 is reached and close the
access at 1.000.000. As it can be noted, triggering limitations does not have an immediate
effect on reducing p and the limitations have to be set for more time in order to reduce
p under the lower threshold of 800.000. In fact, even if the control zone is closed at all,
p may still increase because of the vehicles that are already in the control zone. The
effect is that p, may pass the upper threshold (here 1.000.000) on several occasions. This
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also produces the effect of p to oscillate roughly between 800.000 and 1.200.000. The
oscillation will only occur if the demand is high and would produce too many emissions
if no control strategy is used. This happens in the experiment from about 4000 s.

5 Conclusions

The demand for using the transportation infrastructure has increased tremendously in
the last years, especially in highly dense urban areas. In this paper, we have argued that
the use of infrastructure elements should be regulated and prioritized with the aim of
fostering global utility. In particular, we present a general assignment model that assigns
limited traffic resources to the traffic activities (trips) that have a higher utility from the
point of view of the society. Here utility is considered to have two components: i) cost
(e.g. emissions), and ii) social “importance” of the transportation activity.

We have instantiated the model for the case of last-mile delivery in a city with
an access restricted area. We present a control system that dynamically determines the
access limitation level for the control zone based on the current measures of environmen-
tal pollution. Furthermore, the system employs a prioritization strategy that determines
which vehicles (trips) can enter the area and which ones need to bypass it. We have
proposed different strategies: i) all trips have the same priority, ii) low-emission cars
have higher priority, and iii) priority depends on the “importance” of the trips and on the
emissions of the cars. In the latter case, “importance” is measured in terms of packages
a vehicle is delivering.

We have carried out several experiments with the traffic simulation tool SUMO to
analyse the performance of our proposal with different strategies. As a conclusion we
can determine that the general idea of dynamically limiting the access to a restricted
area allows to maintain the environmental pollution in this area below given limits.
Furthermore, a prioritization of access based on emissions and/or “importance” of a trip
improves the utility of the system and allows to accomplish in an efficient way more of
the important transportation tasks under the given pollution limits.

Given the prioritization methods, less important tasks or the use of vehicles with
more emissions will imply more restrictions and limitations of movement. As a side
effect, users may tend to acquire more environmentally friendly vehicles and may try
to combine different transportation tasks in a single movement. In this way, they could
benefit from higher priorities in the use of the infrastructure.

With regard to future lines of research, the proposed methods and strategies are
still at an early stage of research. We plan to specify the general model for prioritized
access in more detail. Furthermore, with regard to the access limitation for an area,
we want to analyse more sophisticated methods for specifying the access levels using
gradient minimization models. Another line or research is the definition of “importance”
of different types of trips, probably using semantic technologies.
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